Panentheism: Lecture 

A World in God



A Casual Glance
•	At the word, Panentheism, looks like pantheism.  But they are different world views.  ______________ means all is God. But pantheism means all-in-God.  Panentheism has such other names as process theology, since it believes God as a changing being. It is called bi-polar theism since it believes that God has two poles; organism, since it views all that actually is as a gigantic organism; and neoclassical theism, since it believes that god is finite and temporal, in contrast to classical theism.
Panentheists
•	See God as a finite, changing director of world affairs who works in cooperation with the world in order to achieve the greater ______________ in his nature.  
The Theists
•	Sees God related to His creation as a painter and his painting.  The painter exists independently of the painting. Yet His mind is expressed in the painting because He brought it into being.  
•	Pantheism sees God related to the world as a mind is related to the body. Indeed, they believe that God’s body (the world) is one pole and his mind (what is beyond the world) is the other pole.  Since the mind is dependent on the body, so the ______________ is dependent on ______________. There is also a dependence of God on the world: mutual dependence.
A Typology of Panentheism
•	All panentheists differ over whether ______________ in his actual pole is one actual entity (event) or a society of actual entities.  
Forerunners of Modern Panentheism
•	Who taught a process theology of God include Plato (c. 400 BC) and his Demiurge, who eternally struggled with the Chaos to form it into the Cosmos.  This lays the dualistic background for what will become two ______________ in God.  
Modern Followers
•	Include G. W. F. Hegel’s (1770-1831).  He saw a progressive unfolding of God in the process and was another step toward panentheism. In addition to this the cosmic evolution of Herbert Spencer (d. 1903) views the whole universe as an unfolding and developing process.  Immediately following this was one by Henri Bergson who proposed a creative evolution of a ______________ ______________ that drives evolution forward in leaps. He later identified this force with God. 
Basic Beliefs of Panentheism
•	God is bi-polar and personal
•	All ______________ agree that God has two poles. 
The first one 
•	is His concrete or ______________t pole and this is God’s reality. It is God as He actually is in his moment-by-moment existence. It is God in the actual particulars of his becoming. In this pole God is finite, relative, dependent, contingent, and in process.  
God’s Second Pole
•	Is primordial or abstract one. It is what is common and constant in God’s character no matter what world exists.  The divine abstract pole gives a mere outline of God’s existence without filling it out with concrete and particular content. In this pole, God is ______________, absolute, ______________, necessary and ______________. 
2. The Universe is in Process
•	The ______________ is characterized by process, ______________ or becoming. This is because a lot of self creating  creatures are constantly changing and introducing novelty into the universe.  The universe is eternal. This does not mean that the present universe is eternal because any number of other universes may have existed already and who knows about the future? 
Bottom Line
•	Is that some ______________ has always existed in some form and will always exist in some form in the future.  
All Panentheists
Reject that notion that God created the universe ex nihilo. Instead they affirm creation ex materia (out of prexisting materials). This may have been God’s potential pole or a former world or both. In any case the present ______________ is considered to be co-created by God and man out of some pre-existing stuff. Thus God is a transformer or shaper of each world and of each ______________3. The Universe is God’s body
•	In Panenthism, God and the world are not identical. God is more than the world and the individuals which make up the world are distinct from God.  It does teach that the world is God’s cosmic______________ and that those ______________ who make up the world are like cells in his body. 
Furthermore, God cannot
•	Exist without some world or other. He does not need this particular world, but he must co-exist with some world. Likewise the world cannot exist without God. The world and God are mutually dependent on one another.  Moreover, the creatures in the ______________ add value to God’s ______________. The exclusive aim or goal of all creatures is to enrich God’s happiness and help him to fulfill lacks in his perfections.
4. Miracles Do Not Occur
•	An implication of panentheism is that supernatural acts are impossible. Since the world is God’s body and nothing apart from God can be broken into or interrupted. God is largely a passive recipient of his creature’s activity, rather than an active force in the world. God is a Sympathizer rather than a cosmic Activists.  Thus ______________ would be out of the nature and character of the panentheistic god. Some feel that contemporary science proves these can’t happen.
5. Man is a Finite, free moral being
•	They agree that man is personal and free.  Man is co-creator with God and of God.  He helps decide not only the course of human and world events but also the course of God.  Man’s identity is not found in some enduring ______________ or ______________. Rather man’s identity is found only in his history.  Man is a series of events or actual occasions that are becoming, not being. At each moment man is partially creating himself in every decision and act. 
6. Ethical norms are relative
•	Many panentheists believe there are no ethical absolutes.  Since God and the world are in great flux, there can be no absolute unchanging standard of ______________.  Other think there is a standard for some values: beauty, harmony and intensity.  
7. Man Has no personal immortality
•	The destiny of man is not to be looked for in actual ______________ or ______________.  Man, like all of God’s cosmic memory.  If a person contributes richly to God’s life, then he will have the satisfaction of knowing that God will finally remember him forever.  Those who do not live so that God will be satisfied, will live with the knowledge that God will not remember him with fondness. 
8. History is an endless process of divine achievement
•	Panentheism has an endless ongoing evolutionary preocess that helps move events forever forward. At the same time, God and man are seen as co-creators of history. Unlike theism, panentheism says history had no beginning and it will have no ultimate end.  There will always be the unsurpassable being who is constantly growing in perfection. And there will always be some world or other filled with self-creative creatures whose inclusive aim is to enrich the experience of God. There is no ultimate destiny,______________, eschaton, or end.
An Evaluation of Panentheism
Contributions of Panentheism
•	It seeks a comprehensive view of reality.
2. Posits an intimate relationship
Between God and the world without destroying that relationship like pantheism.  God is in the world, but on not ______________ to the world. The presence of God in the world does not destroy the experience of humanity, but rather preserves it and even bestows upon it ______________ and meaning. 
3. Shows the World Must
Be dependent upon God for its origin and continuation.  Unless ______________ exists, the world cannot exist. They insist that there must be an adequate cause to account for the world.
4. Seriously considers contemporary science
Theories and relate them to their world view.  Valid human discoveries cannot be ignored by one’s ______________ view.  
Criticisms of Panentheism
•	A Contradiction of God’s nature
A contradiction is when opposites are said to be true at the same time. How can a bucket be filled with water and not filled with water at the same time?  Men who argue about God’s ______________ nature are arguing in contradictions. 
2. The Idea of God as a Self-caused Being
This seems rather difficult to believe. How can a God make himself to exist? This is like a piece of steel making itself into a sky scrapper.  Yet, the panenthist might say that God never caused himself to exist, but that as a self-caused God means that God creates his becoming.  God produces ______________ in himself but he did not cause his own ______________.  
3. How is God’s being sustained?
Everything cannot be in ______________. When anything changes it pases from potentiality to actuality, from what is not to what is.  Nothing cannot produce something.  It seems that the concrete pole of reality must be caused by something and must have a ______________. 
4. How can everything be
______________ and constantly changing and one know it to be true?  How can one know that something is ______________ if there was no standard to begin with? To measure with or against?  If everything is changing, then there can be no unchanging standard to measure that change.  


